
About Youth on Record

We’re a Denver nonprofit 
that provides creative

education programs to students
from divested communities.

We’ve partnered with schools
including Colorado High School

Charter, Compass Academy,
Vista PEAK Preparatory, Aurora

West, and more.

Two Program Pathways
We offer 2 program pathways

to suit schools and their needs!

The Artist Residency model is
more cost-effective and can be

a great supplement to
traditional classroom learning!

The Classroom Teacher model
makes YOR part of your

standard course offering! 2-3
classes a day, 5 days a week!

Identity & Culture

Systems of Power

Performance

Collaboration

Music History

Youth on Record
School Partnerships

Youth on Record (YOR) has proudly partnered
with Denver and Aurora Public Schools since 2008

What do Students
Learn in the YOR

Classroom?

Songwriting

Instrumentation

Podcasting Production

Our classroom experiences are tailored to
the needs and interests of the school, the
students, and our educators! 



We are incredibly grateful to have Youth on Record in our community.
Youth on Record has introduced the joy of having a music program in
our school and sparked a remarkable sense of passion and confidence

in our students. 

Seeing our middle and high school boys take the stage during a school-
wide assembly was amazing. The courage it took for them to perform in

front of their peers was made possible by the encouragement and
dedication of Youth on Record. The positive effects have extended
beyond the classroom, influencing student attendance and school

behavior improvements. I cannot express enough gratitude for Youth
on Record's dedication to our students and school community. We are

immensely grateful for their partnership and look forward to many
more years of collaboration ahead.  

Pathway Comparison

Five days per week of
teaching, 2-3 classes a day
 

Academic year contract

15-20 students per class

Core subject or elective 

Additional studio visits

Artist Residency Model Classroom Teacher Model

Two days per week of
teaching, 2 hours per day 

16 week semester contract

15-20 students per class

Enrichment style courses

Two studio visits

Why Partner with Us?

Improved academic
interest and student

performance

Social emotional
learning and

confidence building

Student surveys offer evidence of powerful impact:

Connection to
creativity and arts

industries


